Abstract: To meet power cable construction underground in the city, it is necessary to ensure the normal operation of power cable. In this paper, we do the research about the compensation mode of cable line construction in Henan province, that is the difference mode and the construction mode, and analyzed with the actual project. We get the conclusion that difference fee compare to the construction fee is increased the difference between the cable fee and overhead cost. And we analysis the reasons based on "State grid corporation on General cost of transmission and transformation engineering" and the actual engineering.
management about urban underground pipeline construction，guarantee the safe operation of the city, and improve the quality of the comprehensive combined load capacity and urbanization development.
Planning requirements of electric line cable is put forward around the city and the new urban area [1] .
Normal power lines are invested by electricity companies. Because the cable line has characteristics of one-time investment, long recovery period construction cost and high maintenance cost, which is compare to the overhead line. Based on the principle of "who advocates, who pays", Power Company negotiated with the government: the government for the cable line construction pay for the corresponding compensation [2] . Current compensation patterns in Henan province is mainly divided into two kinds: one is the price spread compensation mode provide by government between cable plan and overhead plan. (referred to as "differential mode", costs as price difference). The other is use free of charge that the cable construction is pad by the government (for short " civil construction "). This paper analyzes the two investment modes from the theory and the practical engineering [3] . (1) .Cost analysis of price difference mode Under price differential mode price margin generated by cable plan and overhead plan，short for difference fee.
1.Theoretical Analysis
Spread fee = (cable electricity cost + cable construction expenses) -overhead. (2) .Cost calculation of construction model: Governments offer the cable construction fee only in construction model. So we only calculate the cable construction, cable electrical charge does not belong to the scope of government investment, not included in the investment.
Land cost = cable construction cost.
. Difference pattern compared to civil model cost Difference fee -civil construction cost = [(electricity cost + cable construction expenses) -
overhead charges ]-cable cost = cable cost -overhead expense.
From the above we can see the difference between the cable cost and the overhead cost is increased, which compare to the construction cost. Refer to "general cost of power transmission project of state grid corporation", as follows [4] : Graph 1：Comparison between difference fee model and construction cost model As we can see from the chart above, 110kV line price difference is increased 2.3 million yuan per kilometer compare to construction mode. 220kV line price difference is 4.7 million yuan per kilometer compare to construction mode.
Theoretical analysis [5] : （1）For the government, it is more advantage to reduce the cost of investment by adopting construction model to difference model. （2）For electric power company, adopting difference mode can get more government subsidies, and reduce the power companies construction cost undertake cable entry project.
（3） The bigger project scale the more difference between the two modes， it is more carefully to choose the investment.
Actual engineering analysis
（1）110kV cost analysis on power line compensation method: Based on the actual engineering situation, this paper collects the investment situation adopted the two compensation models of 110kv power lines in the city in recent years. By above you can see, 110kV projects adopt difference mode and construction mode to analysis. All the projects difference fees are higher than construction fee 215 ~ 267 million yuan/km, the average height of 2.34 million yuan/km. （2）220kV power line compensation method about cost analysis: Based on the actual engineering situation, this paper collects the investment situation of the two compensation models about110kv power lines in the city in recent years. Above you can see, 220kV projects adopt difference mode and construction mode to analysis. All the projects difference fees are higher than construction fee ¥2.96~2.98 million /km, the average height of ¥4.30 million /km. Graph 2：220 kV Comparison between difference mode and construction mode
Conclusion
(1) All the projects can be estimated by the actual cost. 110kV、220kV line difference model is compared to the construction mode increased ¥2.34 million /km, 4.3 million yuan/km, respectively, that compare to theoretical calculation is worth ¥2.3 million /km, ¥4.7 million /km.
(2) Distinction between difference model and construction model is about the complexity of the actual project. If the actual project overhead solutions is simpler than theory, then difference is over the theoretical calculation values. If the actual project is more complicated than the theoretical project, the difference is lower than the theoretical calculation.
